A cloud-first OS to
keep your distributed
workforce secure
and productive.
Book a complimentary assessment and pilot with Computacenter.
In a rapidly changing workplace landscape, innovation, agility and cost-effectiveness will be potent tools in being able to
respond to the needs and demands of organisations. By deciding to work with Computacenter and Google, you will see the
rewards that improved employee experiences contribute to your digital transformation journey.
If you would like to discover how Chrome Enterprise could be part of your workplace strategy our Google Pilot can help.

Why Chrome Enterprise?

The only OS designed for enterprises in
the Cloud

Deploy at the speed of today’s business
demands

The nerve center of a cloud-focused business,
Chrome Enterprise is mobile, secure, and easy
to manage, providing secure access to cloudbased tools.

Free IT from the day-to-day pains of
managing endpoints while providing
employees with fast and seamless access
to information and cloud-based tools.

Peace of mind, built-in

Keep employees satisfied and
productive

Chrome Enterprise deters users from falling
hostage to harmful attacks, and works with
diverse application ecosystems to ensure
apps are trusted while providing IT with
essential controls.

Apps for every worker
Access the productivity, video conferencing,
and LOB apps your teams need, including
Microsoft Office 365, Google Workspace, Zoom,
Slack, Box, and RingCentral.

Chrome Enterprise provides end users with
a familiar experience that IT can easily
integrate with existing infrastructure to
keep things running smoothly.

What and why?
•	Chrome Enterprise is the only managed OS designed for
the cloud. Offering customers an easier to manage, more
secure endpoint estate and cost savings of up to £400 per
user per annum.

•	
Computacenter works in partnership with you to mitigate
barriers and drive success within a time-bound period
•	
Documentation with an overview of the administrative
controls, handed over at end of project.

•	
Carry out a tailored Chrome Enterprise deployment
validated by key pilot users.
•	
Using an accelerated approach to implement and test
Chrome in your environment.

How it works

INITIATION

CONFIGURATION & PILOT

HANDOVER

(1 week)

(6 weeks)

(1 week)

Technical Workshop with key contacts

Configuration of Chrome Enterprise for
cloud deployment and management of
Chrome Enterprise devices

Handover solution configuration
and documentation

Capture decisions and record in
Decision Log
Agreement and sign-off of Decision
Log items prior to implementation

Testing of Decision Log items
Configuration documentation
Pilot

GET IN TOUCH
For more information please contact your
Computacenter Account Manager
enquiries@computacenter.com
01701 631000

Present results and plan
follow-on workstreams

